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Using MSA abundance-fraction estimates

• Faith et al 2008 looked at the Biodiversity 

Intactness Index (BII)

– Uses expert opinion on abundance-fractions for 

different land uses

– Adds up scores over all biomes and land uses

– Conclude it does not measure biodiversity

• MSA raises same issues

• Modified indices based on MSA can 

incorporate abundance-fraction estimates to 

estimate useful species richness fractions



17 sites or types in an environmental space derived using biotic 

and environmental data (e.g. using GDM). The space provides a 

surrogate strategy for biodiversity (using ED methods).

One basis for the “lens” approach in GEO BON



The sites or types offering biodiversity persistence.  

1 type with fractional species of 50%,  

for land use = biodiversity-friendly forestry

Faith (1995) Regional Sustainability Analysis. CSIRO.



17 sites or types;   dark = protected.   numbers are costs. 

2 types offer fractional species of 50%, if land use = biodiversity-

friendly forestry, opportunity cost is then only 1 (vs 10 if protected).

Faith (1995) Regional Sustainability Analysis. CSIRO.



Scenarios space with species fractions

Improved lower 

curve has greater 

net benefits, 

resulting from 

capacity to 

allocate land-use 

= biodiversity-

friendly forestry 

with 50% species 

fraction and 

opportunity cost = 

only 1 (vs 10 if 

protected).

Faith (1995) Regional Sustainability Analysis. CSIRO.



The sites or types offering biodiversity persistence.  

1 type with fractional species of 50%,  

for land use = biodiversity-friendly forestry

Faith (1995) Regional Sustainability Analysis. CSIRO.



Species area relationship







Species area curves Range size – abundance curves



Inferring species-diversity-fractions from 

abundance-fractions



• This power-law relationship depends on 3 

assumptions –

– Abundance fraction to range fraction

– Range fraction to area fraction

– Area fraction to species fraction
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Faith et al, Global Change Biology

Range size – abundance curve

Combined with 

species-area curve -

Species-fraction    

abundance-fraction 

curves
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Global Change Biology

Biome area can be a mix of 

pristine and “impacted” by a land 

use, with some abundance fraction

Dashed curve – only 

pristine offers any 

species

Solid curve – land use 

credited with 

abundance fraction of 

0.5

Dotted curve – land 

use credited with 

abundance fraction of 

0.8
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Global Change Biology

Left – the rarer forest type    Right – extensive forest type

Solid curves reflect amounts of area converted to 

land-use with abundance fraction of 0.5

Dashed curves – abundance fraction of only 0.2

Rate of 

species loss 

less for higher 

abundance 

fraction value



SAR and targets
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Taking overlap among types 

into account using ED

• For discussion of ED method applied to 

types, see Faith and Walker 1996 etc

• For GLOBIO, MSA, have species fractions, 

inferred from abundance fractions, for 

individual types/classes

• But a report card on species diversity 

losses needs to summarise over all types, 

and the problem is that these types have 

overlap (share species)



ED figure from Williams et al in press

Use estimated dissimilarities among types and apply ED to gradients space



Functional diversity



Faith DP (1996) Conservation Biology, Vol. 10, No. 4 pp. 1286-1289

An index of functional diversity based on ED

Can track loss in functional diversity, look at resilience, see if 

communities are clumped or dispersed in functional space


